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ready to accept that, because in our numerical calculations so many different particle
states had entered that two equal ones almost never fell in the same phase space cell:
they were ‘de facto distinguishable.’ We
then worked out a model of massless distinguishable particles and found the partition
function diverging at a volume dependent
2
temperature: T 16O MeV~1.2*1Ol °K for.
0~
the nucleon volume. This temperature had~
been known from cosmic ray physics and
had puzzled physicists for a long time. Had
we found the explanation? I started working
on this hypothesis (without my young collaborators who judged it too speculative).
“At that time, an illness forced my wife to
bed for several weeks and I stayed at home
R. Hagedorn
with her, where I had a lot of time to think. I
European Organization for
realized that the ‘de facto distinguishable’
Nuclear Research
particles should be replaced by the real
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thing they stood for: a rich mass spectrum. I
Switzerland
found that the mass spectrum was not aI.
lowed to grow faster than exponentially and
February 24, 1984 that it could not produce a singularity if it
grew less than exponentially. Our old numerical results thus suggested it should grow
“In 1975, at the European Organization just exponentially. But why? The solution
for Nuclear Research (CERN), F. Cerulus and came by intuition: the objects (called ‘fireI calculated particle production at what was balls’) described by the partition function
to become CERN-PS. We computed hun- consisted of all known and yet unknown par-~
dreds of phase space integrals, in Monte tides, among them the ‘resonances,’ which
Carlo, at various energies and included all
were ‘small’ fireballs. Thus the object and its
then known particles
and resonances. In constituents should be the same: fireballs
1
1962, L.W. Jones proposed the computation consist of fireballs, which consist.., and all of
of large angle elastic pp cross sections, them should be counted by the same mass
presumably proportional to the ratio [two- spectrum. Mathematically this condition led
body phase space]4sum over n-body phase uniquely to an exponential mass spectrum
spaces], Our archived results were dug out ‘s~exp(mIT0)where T0~16OMeV was a limitand predicted an energy dependence ‘v exp ing temperature (today reinterpreted as that
(.const. F), in agreement with experiments.
of the phase transition —~ quark-gluon mat“During a party, two young research fel- ter).
lows, G. Auberson and B. Escoubès, asked
“I believe the paper has been cited often
me for a problem to work on. I proposed because it marked the beginning of 2
a new
and led to practical and
that they should prove analytically our nu- line of research
34
merical findings. The answer was shocking: theoretical ’ consequences. References 5,
the proof required the assumption that the 6, and 7 are review articles; reference 4 conparticles be distinguishable. I was, however, cerns a 1983 application.”

From the postulate (‘statistical bootstrap’)
that highly excited lumps of hadronic matter are not essentially different from the hadronic resonances observed at lower excitation, a mathematical self-consistency condition on the hadron mass spectrum is derived. This forces the spectrum to grow exponentially with the further consequence
that there
0 exists a ‘highest temperature,’
T 10l2 K, for hadronic matter. [The SCIa
0~
indicates that this paper has been cited in~
over 460 publications since 1965.]
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